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BBC NEWS | Europe | Text: The Athens Declaration
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/2955567.stm
To this end, the Union will continue to enhance its civilian and military capabilities to enhance stability
beyond its borders and further its humanitarian goals. The Union pledges its support to the United
Nations and its efforts to assure international legitimacy and global responsibility. Europe for all. Our
collective project, our ...

BBC NEWS | UK | UK Politics | In full: Brown's nuclear speech
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/politics/7948367.stm
17 Mar 2009 - A bargain under which we reaffirm the rights and responsibilities for those countries
which forgo nuclear weapons .... and any material breach or withdrawal from the Non Proliferation
Treaty should automatically lead to reference to the United Nations Security Council - and indeed it
should be assumed that ...

Trump 'to do everything' for Middle East peace - BBC News
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/world-middle-east-40007489
23 May 2017 - On Monday, Mr Trump said he had come to "reaffirm the unbreakable bond" between
the US and Israel and that there was a "rare opportunity to bring security ... He added the president of
the Palestinian Authority had assured him he was "ready to work towards that goal in good faith", and
that Israeli Prime ...

What has President Trump said about your country? - BBC News
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-39732845
17 Jan 2018 - Find out what President Trump has said about where you live since he was inaugurated
in January.
[PDF]

Assessing Damage, Urging Action - BBC News - Home

news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/16_02_09_ejp_report.pdf
16 Feb 2009 - As the Panel highlights, cycles of terrorism and counter terrorism invariably continue
over ...... States and the Council of Europe, adopted resolutions reaffirming the importance of
protecting .... United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the
United Nations. International ...

excluded and invisible - BBC News
news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/14_12_05_unicef_sowc.pdf
14 Dec 2005 - As we mark the UN's 60th anniversary by reaffirming our commitment to the Millennium
Declaration and the. Millennium Development Goals, we also reaffirm the centrality of children in our
efforts. It is for future generations, even more than our own, that the United Nations exists. The
publication of this year's ...

World Trade Organization strikes 'historic' farming subsidy deal - BBC ...
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/amp/business-35145377
20 Dec 2015 - The final declaration adopted in Nairobi said "many members" reaffirmed their "full
commitment to conclude" the Doha Development Agenda goals. But it added: "Other members do not
reaffirm the Doha mandates, as they believe new approaches are necessary to achieve meaningful
outcomes in ...

Joint Statement, EU-US Summit, Brdo (Slovenia) - European Parliament
news.bbc.co.uk/1/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/10_06_08_EU_US_declaration.pdf
10 Jun 2008 - Where declarations, conclusions or resolutions have been formally adopted by the
Council, this is indicated in the heading for the item concerned and the text is placed between quotation
marks. • Documents for which references are given in the text are available on the Council's Internet
site.
[PDF]

'ss State of theWorld's Minorities 2007 - BBC News

news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/20_03_07_minority.pdf
20 Mar 2007 - Figures released by the United Nations (UN) based on body counts in Iraq's hospitals
and morgues showed ..... civilian targets threaten to push the death toll far beyond the 200,000 that
have already perished. ...... of fostering democratic participation; to reaffirm their Afro-descendant
identities; and reiterate.
[PDF]

layout 1

news.bbc.co.uk/1/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/22_07_09_amnesty.pdf
by PB House - 2009 - Related articles
Amnesty International is a global movement of 2.2 million people in more than. 150 countries and
territories who campaign to end grave abuses of human rights. Our vision is for every person to enjoy all
the rights enshrined in the Universal. Declaration of Human Rights and other international human rights
standards.
[PDF]

Country Reports on Terrorism 2005 - The Investigative Project on ...

news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/28_04_06_globalterror.pdf
7 Apr 2006 - these goals. Regional and international cooperation and coordination are essential.
Through regional partnerships, the United States is building trusted .... The United Nations continues to
provide focus and energy to the international community in ...... This resolution reaffirmed a call for the
strict respect of.
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